Chloralose alters circulatory response to alpha-receptor stimulation and blockade.
Chloralose anesthesia is commonly used in animals for cardiovascular research despite limited data on possible receptor-drug interactions. To investigate potential interactions with alpha-adrenergic receptors, we studied the response of chronically instrumented, spontaneously breathing young lambs to alpha-receptor stimulation (by methoxamine) and blockade (by phentolamine) after infusion of 30 mg/kg of chloralose or an equal volume of vehicle. Both experiments were performed in each animal on different days and in alternate order. Chloralose altered the systemic arterial pressure and heart rate response to both alpha-agonist challenge and to alpha-blockade when compared with control. Despite potentiating the systemic arterial pressor response to methoxamine, chloralose attenuated the reflex decrease in heart rate after alpha-agonist-induced hypertension. This observation suggests that the baroreceptor reflex was blunted. Chloralose, commonly considered an ideal anesthetic for cardiovascular studies, may have important effects on the cardiovascular response to alpha-adrenergic test agents. The potential for interactive effects should be considered in experimental designs that couple the use of chloralose and alpha-adrenergic agents.